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Foreword

In 2011 the Managing board and board of Directors of the International
society for Military Law and the Law of war took the decision to ask a
Group of experts to draft a Manual on the International Law applicable
to peace operations. over the years the project generated academic
activities across the globe: we discussed the international law applicable
to peace operations notably at our events in cameroon, canada, china,
the czech republic, Germany, Italy and peru.
two of the most intensive and productive project meetings took place
in the medieval belgian city of Leuven. In its long history the city of
Leuven has several times been under siege and occupation. nevertheless,
the city has proudly fostered its reputation as a safe haven and driver for
knowledge, especially since 1425 with the foundation of the oldest university in the Low countries, and despite the horrific destruction of its
renowned academic library during world war I.
This history and the current status of Leuven as a peaceful and prosperous venue with a thirst for knowledge inspired the International
society for Military Law and the Law of war to name the Manual
the ‘Leuven Manual on the International Law applicable to peace
operations’, to connect the city’s name to a Manual which intends to
facilitate the lifesaving work of policy makers, peacekeepers and those
involved in the training and education of such men and women in support of sustainable peace. May the reference to Leuven give hope to the
peace operations community that war-torn cities and conflict zones can
indeed revive their former glory thanks to peaceful human efforts!
we congratulate the project Management team, the senior academic
advisors and the Group of experts on the results of their hard work
during the past years, and we thank the project’s observers for their

xi
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foreword

commitment and active and invaluable participation throughout the
process. on behalf of the editors, we would finally like to express our
sincere thanks to cambridge university press, in particular to Finola
o’sullivan, for helping to make the publication of the Leuven Manual
possible.
Brigadier General (ret.) Jan Peter Spijk and Ludwig Van Der Veken
President and Secretary-General of the International Society
for Military Law and the Law of War
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nato
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political and security committee of the eu
peace and security Department (au commission)
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supreme headquarters allied powers europe
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united nations
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Background, Purpose and Approach of the Manual

1. In 2011 the Managing board and board of Directors of the
International society for Military Law and the Law of war1 took the
decision to ask a Group of experts to draft a Manual of the International
Law applicable to peace operations as proposed by Mr arne willy Dahl,
the society’s honorary president. The project was notably inspired by
the 1994 San Remo Manual on armed conflicts at sea, the 2010 HPCR
Manual on air and missile warfare and the 2013 Tallinn Manual on the
international law applicable to cyber warfare. Just like those manuals, this
Manual is also intended to serve both practitioners and academics. It is
aimed at senior policy makers at both the national and intergovernmental
organisation level, at senior military officers involved with the planning
and conduct of such missions, at senior level staff in non-governmental
organisations which carry out humanitarian and related activities in areas
where peace operations are being conducted, and at the academic community involved in research and teaching related to peace operations.
2. the project built on the achievements of the Handbook of the
International Law of Military Operations, edited by Dr Dieter Fleck and
professor terry Gill (which deals, inter alia, with peace operations), in
that the Handbook was a major source of information and its editors participated in the project as senior academic advisors. while the Handbook
aimed at providing a comprehensive overview of the different rules and
legal regimes governing the deployment of armed forces abroad in a
wide variety of missions, ranging from full combat to peace operations,
this Manual limits itself to in-depth coverage of “consensual” peace
operations, both of the traditional peacekeeping variety and of multidimensional peace operations which include aspects of peacekeeping and
peacebuilding, and support for the political process of conflict resolution.
1

For more information about the International society for Military Law and the Law of war, please
visit www.ismllw.org. all urLs in the Manual were last accessed on 1 July 2017.
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background, purpose and approach of the manual

The Manual is therefore a discrete work that comprehensively addresses
the application of international law in peace operations and that therefore deals with questions which have not been addressed in the Handbook.
as a specific but comprehensive work, the Manual is positioned on a level
that goes beyond the Handbook as a work on the international law of
military operations in general on the one hand, and the various national
guides aimed at mid to low level officers at the tactical level on the other
hand. It will be of value and interest to a varied audience drawn from
policy makers, practitioners, academics and others with an interest in the
topic. Its authority rests in its bringing the relevant law and associated
good practices together in a structured and accessible form of rules to
which all members of the Group of experts have subscribed. This output
is intended to be of assistance to states and international organisations
involved in planning and conducting peace operations as well as the traditional mixed audience of the International society for Military Law and
the Law of war as a privileged forum where legal practice and academic
research and teaching converge.
3. The Manual devotes attention to the various stages of the planning
and conduct of peace operations conducted both by the united nations
(un) and by regional organisations and other arrangements. It attempts
to address all relevant issues, ranging from the legal basis of such operations, applicable legal regimes in the conduct of operations, in particular
international human rights law (IhrL) and international humanitarian law (IhL), relations with the host state, sending state and other
interested parties, the use of force in self-defence and in the execution of
tasks laid out in the mandate, assistance in the maintenance of a stable
environment and the maintenance of law and order, and promotion of
human rights and the rule of law. It also includes treatment of such issues
as the protection of civilians, the maintenance of discipline and prevention of abuse of the civilian population of the host state, the immunities
and the consequences thereof for mission personnel, and questions of
international responsibility and criminal liability for violations of international law.
4. The Manual offers a detailed guide to areas of international law
which are specifically relevant to the planning and conduct of peace
operations with a particular focus on those which required further
research and clarification in doctrine, and where useful or necessary
it offers policy recommendations, notably where the law is silent or
unclear. The Manual is intended to provide an authoritative restatement
of the applicable law and where relevant of so-called “best practice” in
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xxxi

the planning and conduct of the types of peace operations referred to
earlier. The Manual consists of “black letter rules” (145 in total) and an
accompanying “commentary”.2 The black letter rules reflecting existing law are phrased so as to reflect legal obligation (‘shall’, ‘must’, ‘have
to’ . . .). best practices as reflected in the black letter rules are phrased
in conformity with applicable law but are distinguished from positive
legal obligations by use of appropriate language such as ‘should’ rather
than ‘shall’. The black letter rules reflect a consensus of the participating
experts and have been endorsed by the leadership of the International
society for Military Law and the Law of war. The commentary devotes
attention to the application and interpretation of the black letter rules
and reflects the input of the Group of experts. observers from the un,
from the International committee of the red cross (Icrc) and from a
number of regional organisations and arrangements participated in the
discussions during the drafting of the black letter rules and commentary
and were given the opportunity to provide specific comments and input
on matters directly related to the policies and practice of their respective
organisations, some of which are included as appendices to the Manual.3
5. The project took several years to complete. The need to ensure a
high quality, authoritative guide to peace operations prevailed over the
desire to present the publication by a specified date. It was also important
that the result be a collective work reflecting the views of all project participants, rather than an edited volume of individual chapters. Therefore,
the timeline allowed for a sufficient number of face-to-face meetings in
order to achieve and confirm that consensus.
6. a conference on the ‘International Law of peace operations’
hosted in beijing from 9 to 12 november 2011 and organised by the
International society for Military Law and the Law of war with the
assistance of its chinese Group marked the start of the “definition phase”
of the project. The ‘General report’ of the seventeenth congress of the
International society for Military Law and the Law of war served as a
source of information to prepare this conference. also the materials from
the 41st round table on ‘International humanitarian Law, human
rights Law and peace operations’ organised by the International Institute
of humanitarian Law at san remo, as well as from the Icrc’s 12th
2
3

see appendix I for a compilation of the black letter rules only, without accompanying commentary.
appendix vIII contains a glossary of terms used for the purpose of this Manual.
see appendices Iv, v, vI and vII for the planning and policy aspects of the un, the african
union, the european union and the north atlantic treaty organization.
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bruges colloquium on ‘International organisations’ Involvement in peace
operations: applicable Legal Framework and the Issue of responsibility’,
have helped to identify additional areas to be covered by the black letter rules. two topics were prepared by individual experts for presentation at the 19th congress of the International society for Military Law
and the Law of war (‘The application of human rights Law in peace
operations’ and ‘operational Detentions and Independent oversight in
peace operations’). The 19th congress was held in Québec city (canada)
in May 2012. at this congress the project and two papers were presented
and discussed. such discussion generated support for and ownership of
the project within the society’s international membership. During the
definition phase, several meetings of the project Management team and
senior academic advisors were held, mainly in brussels (belgium). These
included a meeting with the Group of experts in Münster (Germany) on
8 april 2013, which concluded the definition phase.
7. From the start of the project, the Icrc sent Dr tristan Ferraro
as its observer to the Group of experts. he reviewed all IhL related
research papers and provided the Icrc’s comments. The Icrc also
placed the materials from its 12th bruges colloquium at the society’s
disposal.
8. the north atlantic treaty organization (nato) also sent an
observer to the Group of experts (Dr petra Ditrichová-ochmannová
from the Legal office at allied command transformation staff element
europe until 2014, and Mrs antoaneta boeva from the office of
Legal affairs at nato headquarters as of 2015). nato experts also
contributed to specific chapters: Dr Ditrichová-ochmannová supported
by the Ministry of Defence of the czech republic, and Mrs boeva in her
personal capacity.
9. The european union (eu) did not formally designate an observer
to the project, but eu expertise was available thanks to the participation
in a personal capacity of Dr Frederik naert (Legal service of the council
of the eu, and affiliated senior researcher at the katholieke universiteit
Leuven). Furthermore, the project could count on the participation of
the Director of the european security and Defence college, Mr Dirk
Dubois, a member of the Manual’s advisory board.
10. at the beginning of the “drafting phase” the focus remained on
producing first drafts. a face-to-face meeting of the Group of experts
took place in brussels from 24 to 26 February 2014. another face-toface meeting of the Group of experts & observers was held in brussels
from 26 to 28 november 2014. The involvement of the un’s office of
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Legal affairs (oLa), Department of peacekeeping operations (Dpko)
and Department of Field support in the project was agreed upon in new
york on 19 March 2014. Mr Luke Mhlaba (oLa) and Mr Jens andersen
(Dpko) were designated as the un’s observers to the Group of experts.
Throughout the project the un observers gave invaluable comments
and inputs from un experts in their personal capacity for specific
chapters. other un experts who gave comments included Mr charles
briefel, Mr henk-Jan brinkman, Mr Dirk Druet, Dr Laurent Dutordoir,
Mrs ann Makome, Mrs Laura perez and Mr Jonathan robinson.
11. From 28 June to 1 July 2015 several authorities in cameroon
hosted an expert meeting in yaoundé with special regional and thematic
focus (conference approach). african perspectives, as well as the issue
of protection of civilians, were on the agenda. The meeting report was
prepared in the form of additional draft chapters and sub-chapters for
the Manual. The involvement of the african union (au) in the project
was secured, and Mr bright Mando (office of the Legal counsel) and
col cheick F. Mady Dembele (peace and security Department) were
designated as the au observers to the project and presented various au
perspectives at the yaoundé conference.
12. From 26 to 28 october 2015 another face-to-face meeting of
the Group of experts & observers was held in Leuven (belgium). This
meeting allowed the experts to finalise a full set of chapters and subchapters in draft form, with a view to an independent review by the
advisory board to the project. The advisory board meeting took place
in Leuven on 19 and 20 september 2016, and a last face-to-face meeting
of the Group of experts & observers was held on 21 september 2016 to
incorporate the advisory board’s advice and provide a final review of the
content of the black letter rules.
13. after the last Leuven meeting, the “editing phase” was launched,
and an editing committee composed of the senior academic advisors
and certain members of the project Management team prepared the texts
for publication. The Leuven Manual of the International Law applicable
to peace operations was endorsed by the Managing board and the board
of Directors of the International society for Military Law and the Law of
war on the occasion of their spring 2017 meetings in stockholm.4
14. The project was managed by a project Management team, headed
by the society’s assistant secretary-General Mr alfons vanheusden. as the
4

see appendices II and III for the composition of the boards of the International society for
Military Law and the Law of war.
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Managing editor of the Manual, he oversaw and co-ordinated all project
activities, set deadlines in close co-ordination with the senior academic
advisors, and was charged with maintaining regular contact with the
members of the Group of experts & observers. he was assisted by two
assistant editors (Mr Marco benatar and Mr remy Jorritsma, both
from the Max planck Institute Luxembourg for procedural Law) and by
two project Management team advisors (capt. suzanne appelman
from the Dutch Military Legal service and Dr aurel sari from exeter
university). all five of them also participated in the drafting of rules and
commentary. The project Management team was supported by Mr Luc
De coninck, Member of the General secretariat of the International
society for Military Law and the Law of war and editorial assistant for
the Manual. The project Management team was also supported by interns
on an occasional basis.
15. The project’s senior academic advisors were Dr Dieter Fleck,
former Director for International agreements & policy of the German
Ministry of Defence, and honorary president of the International
society for Military Law and the Law of war; professor terry Gill,
professor of Military Law at the university of amsterdam and the
netherlands Defence academy; and air commodore (ret.) Dr bill
boothby from the united kingdom. They advised and where necessary assisted in the recruiting of suitable and qualified members of the
Group of experts specialised in the law and practice of peace operations.
They also acted in the capacity of General editors of the Manual, along
with alfons vanheusden, who also participated in that task. The senior
academic advisors ensured the overall quality and cohesion of the
Manual, provided input concerning the structure of the Manual and
participated in the drafting of rules and commentary.
16. The project Management team and senior academic advisors
requested selected experts to form the project’s Group of experts. These
experts could ask colleagues to assist them in preparing their contributions, but were the single point of contact for the project Management
team and the senior academic advisors. these contributors were
responsible for submitting pieces of publishable quality within the agreed
time limits and framework set by the project plan.
17. The Group of experts was supplemented by the advisory board.
This advisory board provided viewpoints and offered its advice on best
practices. They did not have a vote in relation to the content of black
letter rules or commentary, although their views were given all due
consideration.
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18. support was provided by the respective governments and institutions by covering the costs of their participating experts or hosting
project-related meetings. Their support is acknowledged in this Manual.5
This support was essential, and the society’s annual budgets covered the
necessary additional funding for the project. In 2017 the project entered
into its “dissemination phase”. a continuing focus will be laid on further
dissemination and translation of the Manual, including for use in peacekeeping training centres worldwide. The Manual is published in english
but in order to reach the widest possible readership translation of the
Manual into other un languages is envisaged.
19. all revenues derived from the publication of the Manual will
be used in furtherance of the objectives of the International society
for Military Law and the Law of war, with priority to project-related
activities.
20. The Manual is made up of twenty-one chapters. none of these
chapters is the result of the exclusive work of one contributor as the
Group of experts jointly worked on all chapters. The Manual including its commentary is a product of the International society for Military
Law and the Law of war, and given the informal process through which
this publication was produced, the participation of experts in an individual capacity, and the agreed status of the observers to the project, the
views expressed in the Manual do not necessarily represent those of any
institution, organisation or government with which the members of the
Group of experts & observers6 are or were affiliated. The final text of
the Manual was submitted to the publisher in mid 2017.

5
6

see acknowledgment of support.
For the composition of the Group of experts & observers, see List of contributors.
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